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Wright State to remain open after energy cut
By CHIPP SWINDLER
Guardian AHKUU Editor
Wright State has voluntarily
sliced about 25 percent off its
energy bill, and administrators
say they're prepared to keep
classroom doors open even if DP
St I pares electric consumption
back by 40 percent.
Dr. Andrew P. Spiegel, executive vice-president and provost,
said some state universities are
already operating under 50 percent reduction, and at any time
the state or federal government
could order "drastic measures."
"GENERALLY
SPEAKING,
the majority of the state is in
worse shape than the area serviced by DP & L," Spiegel said.
But he added that since DP & L
is in such good shape, it might
be ordered to give power to other
areas of the state.
According to Spiegel, the Uniity was asked bv
ov uov.
versity
Gov. james
James

Rhodes, and the Ohio Board of
Regents to voluntarily cut back
tts energy consumption by 2S
percent. At that time the University implemented a two-phase
reduction plan which Spiegel said
has cut consumption "at least by

25 percent.
The initial reduction consisted
of eliminating some of the light
and heat in the hallways, and a
cycling of the motors that drive
the air circulation system used to
heat and cool University build-

«
,
.
. . .1
II
ings. Spiegel
said
the cycling
was
the most effective method of
reducing energy consumption.
Robert Francis, executive <'
rector of campus planning and
operations, said the cycling process consists of the motors being

mt
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turned
off one Vhour —out. .of1 .every
thr.e He said this 'esults in
"mim.. :empeiatu.e changes,
but does not produce any cold
spots."
THE TEMPERATURE in University should not drop below 65
degrees, he said.
Should further cutbacks be
ordered. Spiegel said the primary
emphasis will be to keep academic a—js operating. "The problem
is being studied by the University." he said, adding that a
"well thought out plan will be
implemented bit by bit. as needed."
Spiegel said actions taken by
the University might include
closing the Physical Education
building, except for classrooms,
reducing library hours, cutting
down on the amount of light used
by the night janitorial staff,
reducing the use of the computer
center and labs which use large
(See ENERGY.' paoe 3)

Spiegel's character
determined by vote
By TOM VONDRL'SKA
Guardian News Editor

The University faculty wil
have the choice of cither voting
on Feb. 21 to censure Dr
Andrew Spiegel for his "arrogant
and arbitrary actions" in handling the question of preferential
parking for administrators or a
general vote of no confidence in
the methods of Spiegel as execu
tive vice-president and provost of
Wright State.
THE CENSURE motion is be
"ing re-introduced to the faculty
by Dr. Robert Haber, associate
professor of mathematics. It was
first introduced at the fall quarter
faculty meeting by Haber but no
action was taken on it because of
the lack of quorum.
One faculty member was
quoted in January as having said
that the censure motion would be
the only item of old business on
this quarter's agenda.
"WHAT WE WANT to do is
make the action broader than
parking." said Malcolm Ritchie,
professor of engineering and
President of WSU's chapter of
the American Association of University Professors. (AAUP).
Ritchie said the gro^p asked
him at the list meeting to
introduce a motion substituting a
vote of no confidence lor the
censure motion.
"What I »:n doing is acting as

overall spokesman for the
chapter," he said. "There is a
broad dissatisfaction among the
faculty about the internal administration of the University.
HE EXPLAINED that while the
administration does a good job in
handling off-campus affairs, the
problem exists in the decision
making process on internal policy.
The parking dispute, which
involved administrators and certain deans receiving f r e e " A " 6
parking spaces last quarter,
should be "viewed as a symptom" and not the entire problem.
Ritchie ad(icd.
In a statement which Ritchie
has drafted for distribution to the
faculty he said, "The structure in
which major (intcrnall policy de(*ee •SPIEGEL.' page 6>
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Even In the dead of winter Wright State plow.

Guardian like photo.

Med School's future uncertain with aid loss
By CHUCK MCCORMICK
Guardian Stavf WHUrr
The effect of the loss of
financial aid on '.he nwriber asirf
economic piofile of future students could also pose difficulties
for the medics! school's fclture
compliance to Affirmative Action
guidelines, cautions Allea Pope,
special projects coordinator for
the School of Medicine. "Any

Wednesday—
weather

Cloudy Wednesday and Thursday
iiighi both days from 20
to 25 in ihe north and from 25 to 30 in the south. Low s Wednesday
night will be from rtrt. to !5.

correction
The headline "Budget Board denies ICC, WAC" on page one of
yesterday's DaUy Overturn should have read "Budget Board
denies ICC. WWSU."
In the same article it was erron muslv stated !>>at two delegates
from lnter-club Council would be sent to the national conference of
the National Entertainment and Campus Activities Association
with funds they were asking of Budget Board The actual number
of delegates sent would have been one.

loss of funds, be i« NDSL or any
other source, could have, and in
all probability would have an
impart upon .he University's
Affirmative Action program,"
said Pope.
POPE ASSERTED thai he
could not <>ive factual statistics,
since the T'<iic«il school has rot
been in ope' iron !.>ns enough to
determine a good profile on the
financial dependence of mincrKies. but "nationally...minorities*
come fsoni families of r lower
economic base. Therefore minorities do have a higher incident
raie for financial assistance."
Of the dependent relationship
of financial aid and affirmative
action. Pope <•*«!. Historically it
can be ssen that one agency is
doing one thing and another
agency is doing just the opposite.
We wonder where government is
coming from."
Alphon-o Smith. WSU director
of Affirmative Action, claims that
the University's liability for insuring the integrity of Affnitative Action is not dependent on
any outside resources.
"AFFIRMATIVE ACTION is a
charge to Wright State, and we

(the administration) are responsible for adi.-:-ni-tering our own
program, regardless if funds are
received from the outside," said
Smith.
"Of coarse, the more money
we hove, the more sources can
be specifically earmarked to disadvantaged minority students,
then the btttei we are able to
meet our Affirmative Action requirements, ' said Smith.
Smith asserts that the lack of
financial aid cannot be allowed to
effect the minority enrollment at
WSU. "It is incumbent upon all
members ot the Wright State
community, particularly the administration-including the medical school-to find ways of accommodating the disadvantaged
minority students." said Smith.
SUCH A MOVE would make it
essential for the University to -jo
out and solicit new funds or
resort !o making up any unavailable difference through the
Wright State Foundation.
'The guidelines for the Affirmative Action Program w ere set by
a resolution passed by the Board
of Trustees in 1%8. which asserts that WSU seeks a cosmo

politan membership among its
faculty, staff, and student body,"
said Smith.
This essentially says that the
ethnic pro-xution of Che university wil! be the same as the
outlying community, he explained. "It would J€ a gross injustice
to the community if we only
allowed the rich into the medical
school...and it could result in
disastrous consequences," said
Smith.
THESE
CONSEQUENCES
could take the form of a charge of
discrimination warned Smith. "If
-ver a charge is made, or enough
charges are made against Wright
State for whatever reason,
whether they are valid or invalid,
tny one of several agencies of
the government -(HEW, Department of Labor. Department of
Federal Contract Compliance,
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, or the Ohio
Civil Rights Commission)- can
investigate. And. if it were found
that any segment of the University did not reflect the "cosmopolitan community.' it would make
all other aspects of our program
(See 'AID.' page J)
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Carter facilitates strike end
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Whh mass
layoffs expected as a result of the
nationwide coal strike. President
Carter is considering what he can
do t help, but still does not plan
to order miners back to work, a
White House official v<id today.
The official said the administration's primary goal is to get
miners and coal operators to
resume negotiations in hopes of
ending the record long 71 -day
walkoutLabor Secretary Ray Marshall
tried to speed up the process bv
meeting with each side separate
ly Monday and Tuesday, but said
he did not know how soon
bargaining would resume
He said if his efforts fail, it is
possible Carter would order the
miners back to work, but "at this
time we're making progress, so
there is no need to take action
now."

Carter could order the miners
to submit to an 80-day cooling off
period under the Taft-Hartley
Act. which was last used in 1971
by Richard Nixon against West
Coast dock workers.
Some administration officials
said they feared the miners
might ignore such a directive
even from the president.
The United Mine Workers union. which has 160.000 members
and produces about half the
nation's coal, has been on strike
since Dec. 6 since their old
contract expired.
Though most major industries
that use coal keep large stockpiles of it. many now are running
short, and the effects are likely to
be widespread sjnee coal is an
important fuel.
In Ohio, where the problem
appeared most imminent, state
officials said energy cutbacks this
weekend probably would result
in 42S.000 layoffs and the num
bei would increase to 1 3 million
by Tionth's end if thr strike
contiiues.
Th; Chrysler Corp. said two of
its crucial suppliers in Ohio may
be forced to close, which would
mean a complete halt in Chrysler
production and layoffs for 160,
000 people
Ford Motor Co. sairf h 'xujld.
close some pfcniis br Maidi i if
the strik- continues because it

will run short of parts, and
General Motors said its operations also could be affected
At the White House, an official
said Carter is looking at his
options.
"Obviously, we are considering steps the White House can
take to alleviate the energy
shortage problems." he said.
The official said difficulties in
the strike arise mainly from the
union's internal problems and
coal operators "have not been
adverse to taking advantage of
the situation to try to place
themselves" in a better "public
relations" position.
UMW President Arnold Miller
reached a tentative settlement
with the coal industry last week,
but the pact was rejected by the
union's 39-man bargaining coun-

As the strike continued, suggestions for ending it increased.
House GOP whip Robert Michael and Democratic Rep. Paul
Simon, both of Illinois, urged
Carter to appoint an advisory
panel to help resolve the problems. and the American Farm
Bureau Federation asked him to
order miners back to work.
AFB President Allan Grant
said any cutbacks in electrical
scrvice. "would have an immed
iatc adverse impact on food
production and distribution. "

Building owners could receive
an exemption from the Ohio
Board of Building Standards under extraordinary circumstances,
but would still be required to
install a smoke detection system
in lieu of sprinklers.
Automatically exempt from
Leonard's bill were one. two and
three-family homes, all government buildings, libraries and
museums.
"This kills the bill." said
Leonard. "When will there be
another holocaust? It's just a
question of what price you put on
human life."
Opponents to the bill irgued
that the requirement would be
astronomically expensive. One
representative of sprinkler systems' manufacturers estimated it
would cost 94 cents a square foot
to install the systems in new
buildings
U-onard said he compromised
or. his original bill as much as he
felt he could during previous
subcommittee hearings of the
House Interstate Cooperation
Committet, al'owing the appeal
procedure to the board of building standards and granting exemptions for certain classes of
buildings.

the DAILY GUARDIAN needs new bkxxi-

YOUR BLOOD!
Paid positions are now available tor reporters,
ad salesmen, graphic artists, layout personnel and
photographers. Uet some job experience and
some pocket money while you re in schooL.
make yoursel! more valuable by applying
your skills.
ror more information call 8/3-ZbUb or
appiy in person at TMfc UAiLY UUAKD1AINrm 04b University Center

(Suarfctan

The World

cil Sunday on a 30-6 vote.
A UMW vice president said
the problem was not wages, but
other aspects of the proposal,
especially a provision allowing
coal companies to fine wildcat
striker $20 a day.

Bill to dampen fires
fade from hot debate
COLUMBUS
(UPI) An
Ohio
House subcommittee Tuesday
defeated legislation born out of
the ashes of the Beverly Hills
Supper Club which would have
requried most ail buildings in
Ohio to be equipped with auto
matic sprinkler systems.
"If you can't pass legislation
like this as close as we are to the
Beverly Hills niffht club fire last
year, then I don't see something
like my bill being successful as
long as I'm in the Legislature."
said a disappointed Rep Paul R
Leonard. D-Dayton.
Leonard moved for favorable
recommendation of his bill, but
Reps. Clifton Skeen, D-Akron.
and Corwin M Nixon, R-Lebanon. voted " n o . "
Last May. 164 people died
when fhe Beverly Hills Supper
Club in Southgate. Ky. burned to
the ground. The building was not
equipped with a sprinkler system Several of Leonard's relatives died in the fire
Leonard's bill would have required all new buildings built ir.
Ohio after July I to be equipped
with a sprinkler system. All other
buildings would have to ha.e the
fire supression systems installed
by July !. 198J.

ft She Sailn
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JetssoldtoMideast
WASHINGTON (UPI) • In a major Mideast policy shift, the
administration today announced the unprecedented sale of 50 jet
fighters to Egypt. Saudi Arabi and Israel would also get jets in a
Mideast package deal.
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance said the sale of supersonic
F-5E's to F.gypt - the first sale of lethal U.S. weaponry to that Arab
country - will not upset the balance of po-ver in the volatile
Mideast.
But it is sure to anger Israel although even more sophisticated
f-15 and F-16 fighters would go to Israel and the Saudis unless
Congress kills the deal.
The three-way sale, announred at an afternoon State Department briefing, would send Saudi Arabia 60 F-15s - 15 of them
training models. A total of 75 F-16s and 15 F-I5s would go to
Israel.
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat personally asked President
Carter for the jets. Carter's decision follows refusal by Israel to
give up what the State Department calls "illegal" settlements in
occupied Arab lands.
Vance said in a statement:
"We have concluded that the sales of these aircraft...will help to
meet the nation's legitimate security requirements, will not alter
the basic military balance in the region, and will be consistent with
the overriding objective of a just and lasting peace."
The sale to Israel falls short of what has been sought by the
long-time U.S. ally.
One Israeli official warned Congress today that the sale of the
jets to Egypt would upset the Mideast balance of power in favor of
the Arabs.

Tribunal to assess
blame for fighting

BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) - Lebanon's parliament today unanimously approved formation of a joint Lebanese-Syrian military tribunal
to assess blame and punishment for last week's fighting, the worst
since the civil war ended 15 months ago.
The proposed solution was aimed at preventing a recurrence of
four days of fierce fighting between Syrian peace-keeping troops
on one side and unit's of the Lebanese army and Christian rightist
militiamen on the other
The machine gun. shell and rocket exchanges claimed an
estimated 150 lives a»i threatened to plunge the nation back into
civil war.
But scattered incidents of violence escalated tension in the
Mediterranean capital. Two small bomb explosions were reported
and there were two reported instances of brief kidnappings ending
in the victims' release.
A 20-minute exchange of gunfire occurred late Monday in a
rightist suburb, the most serious fighting tapered off last Fridsy.
Official Beirut radio interrupted its programming to broadens!
news of parliament's agreement to the joint military tribunal to
determine who was to blame for last week's clashes and to decide
their punishment.
The legislative approval followed a rightist newspaper report
that Syrian troops had tightened the siege around the suburban
Lebanese bar-acks where fighting with mainly Christian army
reg ilars set off the Beirut clashes last Tuesday.

Private Pilot Ground School
Starting beginning of March
at Beaver Valley Aviation
Greene County Airport
Evening classes,
two nights a week

for more information call 42&8215
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Coalition study for childcare center at WSU
By RON WUKESON
Guardian Staff Writer
With Wright Slate ever growing and an increased reliance on
new students from the surrounding community, the advantages
of having a Child Care Center are
being explored by special coalition combining the efforts of
Student Caucus, the Ombudsman's office, and the Womens
Action Collective.
The coalition, which is comprised of individual faculty, staff,
students, and administration
membe's. had looked into how

two other university childcare
centers arc run. and have nowfocused on soliciting student input on a center at Wright State
To this end two surveys have
been sent out and results will be
tabulated soon to determine how
many students would benefit
from a childcare center. One
involving a random sample of
people who have dropped out
from WSU in the past two years,
and the others of students on
campus.
,
A childcare center would be a
potential boon to the university

Energy-

(continued from page I)
amounts of energy, and altering
the air circulation cycling system.
"We both tSpiegel and Francis) feel we can go a little over 40
percent and still keep the University open for academic purposes." Spiegel said.

"WE HAVE TO be aware of
outside forces," Spiegel said,
adding that DP & L. the Board of
Regents, Rhodes, and the federal
government "all tan pre empt
our own decisions any time they
want to act."

Ask the Guardian
/ am a student at Wright State As a student, am I entitled to
use the University Health Services even if I did not purchase the
Student Health Insurance'' If so, is there a charge for the sen ice?
The Student Health Insurance is a form of hospitalization
insurance purchased individually by students at a group rate and
in no wsv docs the money subsidize the University Health
Services.
The University Health Service .will provide an initial SOIHTC of
help for any WSU student who*h»s a Known or suspected health
problem irregardless of whether tir not the Student H;.tlth
Insurance has been purchased for the quarter. This includes
common ailments, i.e. cold symptoms, sore throats, earache,
stomachache, emergency care, personal consult, referrals, and
follow-up.
THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES is located in 067 Allvn
Hall and is open from 8:30 a.m. to S p.m.. Monday through
Friday. Appointments are preferred text. 2552).
There .ire no fees for services, however students must pay for
prescriptions and certain tests ordered by the physician.

in that many housewives in the
WSU community could take advantage of the university's educational opportunities if they onlyhad an economically feasible
means of taking care of their
children while attending classes.
Most childcare centers have a
requirement that parents pay for
minimum number of hours, usually 40 hours, a week to uje their
facilities, whether the child is
present for that length of ti'.nc or
not. said Linda Sattcm, member
of both the coalition and WAC.
The WSU center, if approved,
would aim towards eliminating
such a time requirement, and
would hopefully include infant
care, a feature rarely offered.
"Most people are feeling that
the time is right." Sattcm said.
"Our mostly male administration
has begun to realize that there
arc a lot of people out there that
are handicapped because they
have children."
Sattem also said that Executive
Vice-President and Provost Andrew P. Spiegel, was interested
in the coalition's work and "he
really encouraged me to work on
it."
"The coalition is working on a
timetable." said Sattcm. "which
only extends as far as sending an

Aid

(continued from page 1)
somewhat suspect." said Smith.
" This could precipitate a finding that the University was distriminatory. that we did not
make enough money available to
minorities, and thev could cut off

r

actual proposal to the administration."
The group has already done
research on how other state
universities have managed daycare programs, as well as looking
into the legal requirements and
the possibility of applying for
grants to get a center started.
Sattcm stated that other universities having some form of
childcare include Ohio University. University of Cincinnati.
Ohio State University, and Toledo State. "I can't think of a
major one that doesn't have
one." she said.
Sattem added that the center
could be an educational aid for
our university. Research in areas
such as nutrition could be carried
on under such an advantagious
program. "This isn't a babysitting thing, but an educational
childcare thing." noted Sattcm.
One problem they will face if
the university gets ihe go-ahead
on the childcare project, would
be where to put the facilities.
Sattem said ihat a possible answer would be using prefabricated
structures." but that's not necessarily a solution." Actual
plans for space allocation or
building of a structure would
have to wait until after some

form of administrative approval.
Student input via the surveys
is the most needed form of
support at this point, noted
Sattem. The surveys, which can
be obtained from the Student
Caucus and Ombudsman's offices. will all be collected byFebruary 24th and the results
computed "hopefully by the end
of the quarter." said Sattem.
The results of the surveys will
be used to help formulate a
proposal for administrative action
sometime next quarter, and
taken "Probably to a vice-president. or maybe Fler.ore Koch...
whoever seems most appropriate." said Sattem.

Help w a n t e d

It you would like to increase
your income, and also work in
a voung and pleasant environment. come and sec us about
a position at the Boar's Head
Restaurant. We a.-e presently
looking for applicants immedaiel> to fill a number of full
ami part time positions (and
you may be the right person
for the job. I Wc are located in
frotw-ood. right across the
street from the Salem Mall.
Interviews held Mon-Fri from
2-4 p.m.
The Boar's H'ad. a nice
Tjlace lo work.

all federal funding," said Smith.
As for Ihe future of minority
enrollment. Smith warns administrators. "You must always keep
your powder dry, so you can fipbt
off any charges that might be
brought."

%

DELI
BAKERY

If I need my car jumped can I get help on campus ?
Yes. Security and Parting Services Dispatch Center 121 Allyn
Hall, should be able to help to some degree. However, due te. the
extensive requests for aid to motorists with battery trouble and the
equipment that security cruisers must maintain, it is difficult for
cruisers to jump cars without draining their own batteries.
Therefore Puking Services will jump cars it the Cushman
generator and personnel are available at the time.
if yo. need a jump and secar.ty is unable to help you directly,
they will ioun out jumper cabiis (with I D-Drivers License).
f j » , DISPATCH CENTER is open 24 hours a day.
Ask Us" is a service of the Office of Student Development and
»iil appear in the Guardian once each week.
Additional questions or infurmatioi) may be referred to the
Information Center, ex.', A " ? , or the Office of Student
Development. 122 Allyn Hall, e-«. 271 i.
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Board hampers hope
David A. Yet'er

For the second time in three weeks. Student Activities Budget
Board has exercised its authority by dowsing the hopes of both the
Inter-Club Council and WWSli by refusing funds for further
activities.
While It was noble on the port of ICC to compromise their
proposal by eliminating one person to journey to the Sttkmai
Entertainment and Campus Activities Association s contention. we
Mill question the projects worthiness at a 11 It seems as it ICC is
irang to replace University Center Board's M _->b of trying to
hrwg hix name entertainment to WSl
As »>•' ".'II remember. VCB s attempt was disastrous and we
. an only wonder why ICC s should he any different Though they
ma\ do heller than VCB. we are not sure this is a sound idea as
the money could very well be spent elsewhere, and accomplish
much more.
However. Budget Board handed down a nonsensical decision to
WWSV, refusing 'hem money on the basis that their request falls
under the category of "capital expenditures.
According to board
members, they have never acted upon a -natter of capital
expenditure becaue those are covered by the departmental budget.
However that is not to say they couldn I.
In truth it was expressed again that the hoard feels there are
belter things to use the money for.
Budget Board had a goodly amount of funds left over from las:
year's budget, which could have gone to purchase equipment to
provide more power to the station instead of being 'eturned to the
general fund.
It's too had the hoard has made no effort to visit the radio
station and talk to the staff to get an understanding of just what
makes a radio station work. Who more than they would know how
to spend the money?
We marvel at WWSU's persistence, however. In the face of such
adversity, they had the courage to advance their position agains.
only this time uppmg the ante by an additional SI40 Just how they
thought they would succeed is beyond us. but we applaud their
effort.

'Chilling effects'

The loss of low cost financial aid for the low income student will
have a ' chilling effect." said Allen Pope, special projects
co ordinator for the Wright State school of medicine.
The low cost financial fid referred to is the National Direct
Student Loan [NDSl\ Because of dehquer' collection of these
loans, a mainstay of any college 's financial aid program, the
amount of money whicn WSU will be allotted will be frozen.
Hardest hit of any program* at this University will be our
fledging med school. Learning to be a doctor is not an inexpensiv e
proposition. In order to provide competent instruction, the school
must be able to pay doctors enough to make economically
attractive for them to give up. in some cases, a private practice.
In order to pay for this education medical students are charged
much higher fees than ordinary undergraduate or graduate
students. The only way in which many prospective students can
afford to go to medical schocn is through J liberal financial aid
program.
The loss of NDSt. though not complete, will limi: the
alternatives of the medical student. What is left are programs
which charge much higher rates of inters! than the three percent
charged h\ the J<\Jerai program One program nddiy e:.">ugh
<imnher federal program, which would charge /'• ?enent i\'ite^est
per year on the prina?.«d of the loan I si other wards, if a loan was
given lor SW.OOO, $1.00(1 in interest mould be disc eat h year.
With prut s like these, we are taking :he pctssibility of a medical
s, html eduution our of the realm 'if realty, not imh for the low
income student hut also for those from the middle income brocket
!f additional realistic alternatives do not become available soon,
the only ;H'opie who wilt be cble to afford WSU are those *\ho art
financially tndept ndrnt
The problem which WSU is being penalized for is n<>t a locat
fine i US fiA'ws recently run a story on the rate of defaulting on
student itans- While hading in si'tut ions expect a three percent
default rate, thf rate far the Notional Direct Student Loan is near
14 percent,
hi the iHist. iht finger of blame was usually ptnnted at students
tring to duck under tkfir obligations, .many times rightfully so.
However. CBS placed a lot of the blame on the schools.
It said that many schools, in e rush to sign up prospective
students, had them sign financial aid forms without explaining the
terms of re payment, a violation of the Truth in ! ending Act.
While this may not be tie case at WSU it is something that
should be looked t*to.
The fact .still remains 'hat the reduction iW effenhc funding of
the University 's financial aid program is something which should
be rectified quickly.
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OUT NEW D
I EAS
• by Susan Opt

'Five grade stud'
About this time of the quarter, grades are
becoming a concern to some of us, especially
with the drop date less than a week away.
As I have noted during my three and a half
years at this university the grading system
varies from instructor to instructor, ranging
from the typical 90-100 A, 80-89 B, etc, to an
anthropology professor who handed back our
papers and told us to make up our own grading
scale.
With such diverse grading systems, a
student really does not know what to expect in
the way of grades when entering a c!«ss. Even
a curved grading scale can have degrees of
curves.
Then, at the end of the quarter, the problem
exists; how to average g ' i d e s to get a final
result. Does an A and B equal an A. or does A
plus B equal B?
So. though I have not developed a new
method of assigning any particular paper a
letter grade. I have devised a new method of
averaging grades to compute a final grade. I
call it the "Five Grade Stud.
This method has remarkable similarities to a
card game known as poker, where the value of
a hand is determined by the value and kinds of
cards held.
Under tny method, instructors would be
required to give students five projects or exams
during the course of the quarter. For each of
these, students would receive a letter grade A.
8. C. D. or F. A, having the highest value, F,
the lowest
Determining the final grade for the course is
simpie. Sunoose the student receives two A's.
a a. a 0 mil an F. Obviously, having a pair of
A's gives l-im an i for the course. It could work
again «t the sfudent how'ver. because if I hey
),jve an A B. I). F, and D, they will receive an
I for the course.
ll works that way right on up '.he line-three of
a kind and four of a kind. In this case grades of
,i kind determine the final grade received.
II a student should happen to get a full house
n.e. 2 A's and J B'st the rank of the three
like-grades will determine the final grade.
Whai about the student who has an A. B,
and { so far in the course and really does not
want to trv to make an A on one of the

remaining exams? Simple, he gets a D and an
F (in that order) which makes a straight flush,
which, as we all know , outranks all other hands
(except a royal flush which does not apply in
this grading scale) and thus thn student
received an A for the course.
Of course, it works in the reverse also. A
sequence F to A gets an A. However, if the
student should mess up and get an F and then
a D. well, he only gets a B out of the course
since a flush is of lower value than a straight
flush.
It probably seems a bit unfair that a person
with just a pair of A's would get the same
grade as a person with three A's. This is where
the point system comes in. Students would
receive points based on the kind of hand they
ended the course with.
#
A pair would be of lowest value • 5 points,
three of a kind. 20 points, right up to a straight
flush, worth 50 points. So. if a student
graduiites with a 4.0 grade point average, yet
receives only 305 points we will know the
student has just been making pair throughout
his college life, as compared to another student
which received 1,220 points, indicating three of
a kind.
One of the advantages to this system is
professors could be required to allow students
to trade in up to two exams for a chance to
retake them.
The student svho has an A, B, B, C, and D
for the course (:* final grade of a B) might wish
to trade in one of those B exams and trv for an
F raising the final grade to an A and fiiving him
50 points over five.
Confusing? Not any more confusing than
v»nte of the systems in use today. Besides, the
need or use of grades has become a topic of
debate over the past few years. Are grades
really that important? Do they adequately
reflect a students knowledge or w hat they have
learned from a course? Docs an A get a student
a job?
While we reflect on these questions, (and the
drop date) I say let's make it more fun to get
grades, make it a challenge, and make grades
and grading scales something students .-an bet

Root of problem is break-in

The Wright State police, yesterday . investigated an apparent
breaking and entering, and
theft at the Hollow Tree, gift
shoppe located in the University
Center.
Hollow Tree employee Cathy

Orobmier reported the gate in
front of the counter had been
tampered with at 9 5 6 a.m.
Monday.
The iheft was discovered Feb.
10, according Jo Grobmeir. but

was not reported until Feb. 13.
she noted while Hollow Tree
personnel do not think the items
were taken during store hours,
"we don't know if it was taken
overnight or while store w j ;
open."

Celebration of Athena

Letters
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Chafe's second presentation,
Satire good humor
scheduled for noon today, was
work implies "good humor."
To the editor:
cancelled.
Keep your listener or reader
Celebration of Athena. a lecOTHER SPEAKERS will lecNo. I am not in "Satan's
smiling, my friend-then. rv>
ture twice on campus, either in a
ture series on economic and
Power": it is just that I've found power on earth nor below it can
political issues affecting women,
class and an open presentation,
"good satire" an effective means
keep "a good man down."
or in two classes.
is being held this quarter for
for
communicating-to
get
Overcome evil with "good
Women's Cultural Days sponThe remainder of the schedule
through to another a profound humor," man. The sure as shootsored by Wright State's Women
is as follows:
thought. It is not enough to
ing. I say...you'll have it made.
Action Collective.
Feb. 21. Ann Saunier, chairer
write, orate: somehow we must
Now hear this, good people: The
The Celebration, named for
of the Ohio and National-Interna
"communicate." When properly
Lord loveth a cheerful liver." So
the Greek goddess of war and
tional Women's Year Confedone, it tends to lessen another's live, that when thy summons
wisdom, is being held for educarence. will lecture on "Mass
tendency to become angered.
comes...(etc). You can't top
tional purposes, according to
Media Coverage of the Interna"Tact", so I've heard, "is the Thanalopsis.
March 7: Mariwyn Heath, na- tional Women's Year Confercollective member l inda Sattcm
knack for making a point without
The focus is on wisdom and tional Equal Rights Amendment ences." 11:15 a.m. to noon. 206
V fl. dfv Tanner
making an enemy." Satire: the
coordinator for business and pro- Fawcett. An open presentation is
working women.
The scries began today with a fessional women, will speak on scheduled for 12:30 to 2 p.m..
Affect effects effect
lecture by William Chafe, author "The Equal Rights Amendment, 041 U.C.
FEB 22: Bobbie Sterne, C n
of The American Woman. Her the Effects on Working Wo>Mine. influence, the way in
To the eJi.'i
Changing S**ial Economic. ant! men." 9:45 to II a.m., 239 einnati city council member, forwhich something acts upon an
Political Hole. Chafe spoke at I! Millett. An open presentation is mer Cincinnati mayor, and mayI have bcconic increasingly object.
a.m. in the University Center scheduled for 12:30 to 2 p.m.. or-elect for next year, will speak agitated by The Guardian 's mis"AFFECT" is used as a noun
on "Women as Agents of Politi- use of the words "Affect" and onlv in Psychology, and the
cafeteria extension on "The 041 U.C.
ALL LECTURES are free and cal Change." 11 a.m. to noon, "effect." Please accept and in
Women's Movement: Prospects
verbal meaning ol "effect" is to
open to the public.
239 Millett. Her open prcscnta- corporate these guidelines for accomplish or execute.
for the Future."
Contusing the two words is a
their proper use.
common and ignorant mistake,
ACCORDING TO The Amen
by E. L. Stagercan Heritage Dictionary of the and I feel sure you at The
Guardian have no wish to appear
English language. " Affect and
effect have no senses in com- ignorant if you can help it!
mon; therefore the tendency to
ONE WOULD think that students would be
Last week in the university library. 1 asked a
Susan Kuramoto
confuse the words must be
concerned about their health and want to eat
friend to help me to come up with something
guarded against closely."
nutritious foods because they buy over 90
unusual for this week's columns. He suggested
|Editor's note We hope our
pieces of ftuit each day. However, thev also
that I buy my lunch from the vending machines
"Affect" is primarily a verb,
' 'ignorance" has not adversely
buy 150 or more desserts, 120 Hostess pies and
in the tunnels. "Do that and I guarantee that
meaning to influence or impress, affected your opinion of The
cakes, and dozens of commercial snacks and
something unusual will come up in minutes."
while "effect" is generally used Guardian, as we seek to be as
crackers.
he said.
as a noun, meaning result, out
effective as we can. I
Lantz didn't speculate on what the best
After laughing and joking about it and being
selling hot meal was but he said approximately
asked bv a not-so-fun-loving-librarian to keep
96 hamburgers, 15 gallons of soup, 60 pounds
the noise down, the idea to do a column on how
of French fries, and many salads are sold daily.
much food and beverage Wright State UniverThanks to the Allyn Lounge Snack Bar,
sity students consume in one day at the Crock
dentists won't be running out of patients. Each
Pot. University Center Cafeteria, and at the
day 600 assorted soft drinks are served along
Allyn Lounge Snack Bar hit me.
with 300 packs of chips, pretzels, etc.
HOW IT came into my head. I'll never know
YOKLEY. ESTIMATED that students drink
It's like listening to a Dolly Parton record and
12 gallons of milk and consume 150 pieces of
having a sudden unejplained craving for
fruit, 430 bagels. 260 sandwiches, and 90 cups
grapefruits. Or, hearing that newlywedded
of yogurt. The snack bar is also a caffeine
When You Rent From Huber
friends, vacationing in the Bahamas, had to
addict havcn-50 gallons of coffee are sold
Nc matter what type of resispend everyday in the motel because of heavy
dence you're looking for, indaily.
rains and then say:ng. "Gee, that's too bad
In the Crock Pot. English muffins are
cluding townhouse or garden
that the weather really put the screws to their
favorites; on the average. 340 are bought. The
apartment, or house with 2. 3
honeymoon." The mind just works in a funny
Crock Pot approximately uses 15 dozen eggs,
and 4 bedrooms, Huber has
method, and one thing leads to another.
five pounds of bacon, six pounds of sausage,
them all in an unbeatable
Anyway, thanks to the cooperation ol Darcl
and
190
slices
of
bread
for
breakfast
according
selection of sizes, price ranges
Lant. manager of the University Center Cafeto
Yokley's
figures.
and features. Choice loca- HOUSES:
teria, and to Lennye Yokley. manager of both
EXPANSIVE: 4 bdrms, 3
It is a miracle that many students do not
tions. too.
the Crock Pot and the Allyn Lounge Snack Bar,
develop kidney trouble while attending WSU.
much can be learned about WSU students'
large family room, attached 2 J
Students drink 650 soft drinks. 150 cups of
APARTMENTS:
eating habits.
car garage, from $300
milk, and 700 cups of coffee in the Crock Pot
According to Lantz. the University Center
Hilltops
each day.
Cafeteria serves at least 200 breakfasts and 500
IDI AI RANCH HOME: Rom- J
DURING LUNCH time, when the Crocv
Spacious 2 cV 3 brirm. townlunches and dinners daily.
inv 1 Inlrm home, Some feat- jJ
houses. some brand new.
is the most crowded, at leas: 230 pounds of
urn . carp*, ng. fenced vard V
hamburger.
69
pounds
of
ham,
MO
salads.
20
Contemporary
color
schemes,
"IT'S REALLY difficult to sav t,av:ly how
and some appliances. AH with w
cold plates 10 pounds of hot dogs, and 60
fu'lv carpeted, equ.ppcd with
many meals we serve because
si.me of these
pounds of fish are eaten. Students alv.)
all appliances, even washer Ac attached parages From $?IS P
kills a hamburger is a mea! and to others a
consume 96 froit cups. 100 cartons of yogurt. S
drvcr. Some featuring ecmeal is five courses." taiwi said.
gallons of soup. 200 packs of snacks and
onomic al heat pumps. Genet - GREAI FAMILY HOME:
He estimates that the .cafeteria u« .s nine
bdrm. 2' J baths. 2 story |f
coot.:;
'
,
and
10
gallons
of
chili.
our closet spocc. Choice locado/en CIOJS. ><•* slices of bread.. 120 bacon
home, utilitc room, trom 5300 fl
Wr ,^ht Slute migh' not be in th; top ten Jvy
tions From $230
strips, and 20 boaes i.*f ceres! everyday for
League so'leges and universities, but anyor."
breakfast. Students also down 2-1 gallons of
•eading the university's daily food end bevern i l VILLAS: 2 .V 3 bdrn>. 2 (. LOSE IO 45-HOLE GOLF 0
coffee and 15 gallons of milk.
COURSE: Near schools, shop 0
age consumption will know t!iat its students are
baths, all applicsnces. even
!ant/ couldn't speculate on the numbei of
pirig. churches, expressway, p
weft-rounded.
washer-dryer, fully carpeted,
soft drinks sold in the cafeteria, but he did say
15 minutes from Downtown 4
BURP!
gas or electric heating, car
that the number was high
Dayton, u mi"*-s rem WPAFB ^
ports, from *225
Clean, fresh air N industry. A
CHARLESTOWNE: Spacious
Some houses ha
ranges. A
2 A 3 bdrm, .all appliances,
dishwashers, air-conditioning, A
private patios, from S195
fireplaces.
By JOTCE FAHNESTOCK
Guardian Special Writer

tion will be 12:15 to 1:15 p.m..
041 U.C.
Feb. 27: Mary Miller, founder
and director of the Women's
Ohio Volunteer Employment Network (WOVEN), will'lecture on
"WOVEN and Careers for Wo
men." 4:45 to 5:20 p.m., 343
Millett. Miller will give a second
lecture on "Utilizing Research
and Evaluation with Women's
Careers," 7 to T.45 p.m., 247
Millett.

Students guzzle arid gorge

J

UNLIMITED
CHOICE

^ .,ooj
l

PER MONTH

or plasma donations.

p plasma alliance
Open Dally Plus 4 Evenings
SA5L Helena
224-1971

HUBER INVESTMENT CORP
4401 PROCUNIAR DRIVE
2334662
open weekdays 88, Sat 9-9, Sun. 12-5
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Growinq Food Co-Op meets consumers neeas
„
„
By Hit DRAKE
Guardian Special Writer

Increasing food costs have forced consumers to search for food
at discount prices, but. for those
in Ihc Wright Slate community,
the search is over. The WSU
Food Co-op is a non-profit organisation which sells quality food at
reduced prices lor all persons
connectcd with the University.

,
O
f
nDave C
Sturgeon,
treasurer
of
(he co-op. stated recently that
many people feel the co-op is
only a natural foods store, but it
really isn't,
STURGEON ADDED, "We
sell natural foods and foods thai
arc free of as ma.iv additives as
possible. We want you to be
aware of what you're eating."
One of the main purposes of
the co-op is to provide education

.hnu.
about nroner
proper nutrition.
nutrition
THE CO-OP was organized
last February, under the leadership of Ray Leard. as a food
buying organization taking food
orders and buying that amount
only.
The co-op is now run as a store
front organization, which means
shoppers can inspect a'l the
products for themselves.
PRESENT ACTING Coordina

lor Both
Beth Starr explained.
explained. "The
Wright State co-op belongs to the
Federation of Ohio Federal Coop's based in Columbus, which
increases their buying power."
The co-op has around 90 active
members at this time, including
many faculty members along
with students. Anyone who decides to join is required to pay a
$10 deposit, which is refundable
if he decides to quit.
Normal co-op prices for members is only a three percent
mark-up, which covers operating
costs. The average mark-up of
Atwater tried to get it killed co-ops is IS percent.
MEMBERS ARE asked to
because he foresaw the complications WSU is now realizing. work four hours a month. wi;h
the
majority of the help being
"One of the things that grinds on
me as an administrator is that I used for food processing. Nonget jobs like these that don't working members pay an addithave any contribution to the ional IS percent charge.
In the near future the co-op
well-being of the University.
"ThiTis a productive job; it's hopes to move to the University
Center,
and arc presently located
not going to do Ihf student* any
on the second floor of Ihc Gaza
good." he said.
House.

WSU must revamp regulations
By KAREN STRIDER
Guardian Staff Writer
Administrators expect to fall
short of meeting the March 6
deadline for filing University
rules and regulations wilh Ihe
Ohio Legislative Reference Bur
cau. ana "have a standing fear"
thai Wrighl Stale could be taken
to ihc cleaners when the deadline
passes and unfiled rules become
unenforcable.
David Alwater. assislanl .• the
president, said he doesn't expect
to file all the rules until the end
of March, so some rules will not
be effective until 10 days after
I hey are filed.
••IF THE RUI.ES aren't filed,
(hen ihcy aren't enforcable."
Alwater said. "I have a slanding
fear thai someone will stick us.
or if not us. another school."
However, another major concern i f At water's is ihai of Ihe
cnsi involved in ihe compilation
process. No funds have been
appropriated by ihc slate to aid

WSU in Ihe codification, so the
money musl be drawn from the
general fund.
Alwater said he has hired two
WSU graduates full time and two
secretaries al four hours daily to
aid him in finishing the $8-10,000
project.
While Atwater called the codification project "a drag" with
only 10 years' rules to compile.
Miami and Ohio Universities
musl also collate their rules,
some of which date from the
IKOOs.
FURTHERMORE.
Bowling
Green is estimating it will cost
ihcm around $40,000 to get their
"bit's dawn .'n paper.
Alwater said he hoped that in
Ihc future new rules will be pul
into the proper format w hen Ihcy
are accepted to facilitate their
tiling, even though the trustees
and deans may not care for it.
Bef re the bill was passed.
Alwater tried to get it killed
because he foresaw the complications WSU is now realizing.
Before the bill was passed.

Spieoel

(continued trom page II
cisions arc made has become
very lightly centralized in ihe last
few years. Along with light
central control is a shroud of
secrecy preventing most faculiy
from understanding what the
policies of the University are.
"Probably the most often repeated wa> to describe the faccully dissatisfaction with Ihe
Kxecutivt Vice-President." the
statement continues, "is the
pharse airogant use of power."
RITCHIE DECLINED to explain what was meant by "arrogant use of power." saying that

it was for the members of AAUP
to explain this and that he was
acting as their spokesman. No
members who were reached were
willing to comment on this
phrase.
Ritchie's statement concludes
'The motion of no confidence
carries with it the idea that it is
lime for the University's internal
affairs to be put in the hands of
someone who has a more open
approach to policy formation and
who has a willingness to keep in
public view what the current
policies are.
DR. JACOB PORN, chairer of
WARNING: To the S O B.
who tore down the ECLIPSE
sign in front of the Rat-our
Italian brother just put out a
contract on you. We'll get
even. Sincerely. The Brothers
r-f ATM '.O

<alic Dailytfiuar&imi

Classified Adsj

Pers onals

FOR SALE: Seamstress look
ing tor *ork reasonable rates.
Also has many afghans and a
variety of needlework crafts
lot sale. Call 253 522? and ask
for Hilda 2 "

Automotive
I OK SA>..E: I9 7 3 Cougar ,VK7.
new tires, battery, shocks.
P.S., AC. AMS track. *225!..
Call 426-8032 alter 5. 2-7.

Housing

ROOMS: Female roommate
needed to '.hare a 'lice. room-.
?-bedroom apt. just 3 notes
•rom WSU in Fa.rborn, Kenl
and utilities '.including phone1
r m about $1)5.00 month.
Call Pam on campus al 873254h or al 879-0994 after ^>:00
2-10
I NEED a roommate to share
c furnished 2 bdrn, apt. five
minutes from W.5.U. ir. Far,
born. Rent is $195 not including utilities Prefer studious

and »r serious replies ottiy.
Allvn Hall student box A ?77
or call Sieve 253-4861 after
b:0G. 254 0221 -eekdavs. 2-7.

Wanted
HELP WANTED: Ride to ond
from 11821 Frost Road. I ipp
( 'ly. Ohio. Reasonably responsible I " a relatively re
ifuccd reivirn. if possible. call
either 222-16,l Dayton, or
M>" I'I9H. r.pp City. 2 10
NIGHT STUDENT n.'eas ride
lo and and from Belltirook.
Will pay cost. Cad Mb 2181.
29

Help Wanted
HELP WANTED: Need a job?
Need someone So train immediately. Must drive own
car. have afternoons free. Pay
hourly plus car expenses.
Find oul more-call Marsha
after 6:00 p m. 277-5832. 2-9
Indies!!! Pan time work, as
much as $4.50 an hi^ur. Call
87A-i478ot 879-2454 . 2-2-10

PERSONALLY WANTED: A
companion to eat lunch wilh
ami speak in freneh. Allvn
i'.all at 11:30 a.m. If possible
call cither 222-1671. Dayton,
o.' Mi7.|<*i8 in Tipp City.
Monday. Wednesday, and
Friday. 2-50

TOM: Did you find out who
snowball Inc. and the Morton
Salt Girl arc? Keep on thinking. one of these days you'll
find out. A Phi Mu. 2-7,
!IEY! Congratulations to Delia Zeta's fall initiates!! DZ's
are number one! DZ love, the
winter pledge class. 2-7

Miscellaneous

SHARON IOHNKON: My valentine forever, lei's see if it
can't be a good one for one
love. 2-9
THE ALPHA Xi's would like
to welcome their new sisters.
Congratulations
giris-you
made it! Alpha Xi is the best!
2-7
BECKY
WILLIAMS
and
Gwcn Crigg-You're the best
as far as heart's and big's go.
Thanks for being there! DZ
love. Annette. 2-7

ALPHA GAMMA NU fratern
ity p-esents rock at the Rat
featuring ECLIPSE Friday
Feb 19, 9-12 pm. Come party
with us and enjoy good music
and reduced prices en beer.
Admission .''5 with WSU ID,
$1.00 without, 'lorni students
free. 2-7.
SADAT MADE it to Israel
HOW ABOUT YOU? Israeli
Government offers subsidized
trips. Israel Programs, 1580
Summit.
Cincinnati.
OH
45237. (513) 761-7500. 12-223-10
TYPING DONE in my home.
.75 per page. Call 426-947).
2-2-8
IF YOU pay hot water bills. !
can save vou, $$$. 2-7

TO OUR darling blue-evcd
Terrv-we're so glad you're
"Hot to Trot!" More laterwith everlasting love and dcvoltion-Miss X and Miss Y.
2-10
MIKE WELLS: Elen Sila.
lumenn' omentielvo! With a
love as timeless as that of
Beren and Luthien. you and

The co-op
co-op is
is open
on Fridays
Fridays
The
open on
from noon to 6 p.m. Since the
co-op is growing and has limited
space in Gaza House. University
Center Board has granted space
in the University Center, but
hasn't prepared the space yet.
"We hope to have the space in
the center by spring quarter,"
said Starr.
THE CO-OP offers everything
from fresh produce to meat and
fish. With an emphasis on natural sweeteners, the co-op offers
natural fruit juices and dried
fruits. The co-op also stocks
practically anything one could
find at a supermarket.
A raffle to help raise money for
equipment to be used in the new
loom in the center is currently
being held by the co-op, with the
prize being a $300 spring tuition
or cash.
For more information on co-op
activities, call Beth Starr at
•435-1391 or Dave Sturgeon al
429-3807.

the Academic Council Steering
Committee, said he had not
Knowledge of the substitute motion, and that the only motion he
was aware of in this area was
that of Haber. "All know (about
the censure motion! is what was
.aid it the fall faculty meeting,"
•c said.
"I have no way of knowing jf
hat Ithe substitute motion) is the
majority feeling ol the faculty.
People have not informed me
about their plans for the meeting
next week."
"As you can see, Ritchie at,'! 1
are nol planning anything."
me will dance a pas de deux
forever. Debbie 2-10

Late Ads
DUE TO circumstances bevond our control. Dr. William
Chafe's presentation schcluled for Wed.. Feb 15.
12:00-1:30 in 041 U.C.. has
been cancelled. Woman's Aciion Collective. 2-13
DON'T BE laic! Enter ihc
Food Co-op rattle and win
Spring tuition. Stop at our
[able in Allvn Hall. 2-13
STUDENTS INTERESTED
getting Stanley Kaplan program lo Dayton in preparation
for April MCAT. Sign up
namr with phone number on
p.c-mcdical bulletin board on
2nd floor phase U Biologybuilding by 2 p.m. Friday 17th
Feb. 2-13
FOR SALE: Honda 400 4
stroke. 4 cylinder. $8.^).
Good Condition Call 434-4090
2 13
FOR SALE: 1976 Monza Tun.
Cp 4 cvl. auto, trans. AM
("ivtom SadU.e Int. only 8800
miles. $2795. call Gwcn at
854 1302. 2 13
BOOKS!!! IVES; you design
shelf ar;
. ment and dimensions Inexpensive and versatile. Solid wood. For more
details: 274-4736 after 5 p.m
2 13
FOR SALE: Ti Programmable
SR 56 calculator with rechargable battery. $70 . 2541406. 2-13
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Abbott Plasma Centers

BUDDY
CASH

You need more money.
We need more donors!
\

L*

We will pay you $5.00 for every new
qualified donor you bring in! That's right,
$5.00, for every every new QUALIFIED DONOR
You earn EXTRA CASH.
They earn NEW MONEY!

ABBOTT PLASMA CENTER

844 S. PATTERSON BLVD. DAYTON
223-0424
FOR APPOINTMENT

f V' V
COUPON

redeem for

BUDDY CASH

/

/-

^-

JpC)
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Wriqht State Raiders stroke by Miami

By SUSAN OPT
Guardian Sport* Writer
Wright State women swimmers ended their dual meet
season Monday night by defeating Miami University in a close
match, after an earlier victory
over the weekend at Athens.
Ohio.
WSU took nine out of 15
events from Miami, finalizing the
score at WSU 69. Miami 63. The
women finished their season with
a record of 8-2.
RAIDER MINDY Mayhew set
a new school record time of
2:12.523 in the 200 backstroke,
taking first place in the event.
Assistant coach Jim Dock
pointed out that Mayhcw's time
was just a few tenths of a second

short of making the national
cut-off times.
Also capturing events for the
Raiders were Jean Westhoven
(100) Freestyle and 500 Freestyle), Barb Tttsch (100 Breaststroke). Carole Ivan (100 Backstroke), Barb Wood row (200 Individual Medley), Patti Williams
(3 Meter Diving), Therese Hamlin (200 Breaststroke), and a
team of Titsch. Moyher, Ivan and
Minted in the 400 Medley Relay.
DOCK FELT the women
"swam pretty well. It was a very
big win for us." In the past two
years Miami and WSU split two
swim meets.
He ?ddcd that Ivan made the
national cut-off times in the 100
Backstroke with a time of
1:01.469. a shade under the

cut-off times of 1:01.59.
Dock said the women wilh be
spending the next two weeks
preparing for the State Championships (OAISW) to be held at
Ohio State, in hopes of making
some more cut-off times.
Qualified for the National
Championships, to be held
March 15-18, are swimmers
Mayhew, Ivs.i and a relay team
if Mayhew, Ivan, Titsch. and
Miniaci.
Sports News and Information
Director Dave Stahl said he feels
Miami and WSU will be fighting
for second place in the State
Championships though Dock said
they were not going to give up
first place yet.
Earlier, over the weekend, the
women defeated Ohio University

Swimmers take fourth in meet
By SUSAN OPT
Guardian Sports Writer
Wright State men's swimming
team placed forth out of nine
learns in a Division II swim meet
held in Illinois this past weekend.
Defeating
Missouri Rolls
(146 I J points). S.I". Missouri
(108). Wabash (63). ArkansasLittle Rock (4.1). and I inooln (50).
the men scored IH4 points.

STANDING ABOVE WSU
were first place Western Illinois
(4J6 1/2). Eastern Illinois (.142)
and Oakland (310).
Two of three school records
were set by diver Mark McKinlcy
in the one meter dive. 400.25
points for Sth place and in the
three meter dive. 389 points also
Sth place. A third record was set
by swimmer Ten Dries with a
time of 2:05.80 in the 200 back-

Zips zap Raiders

Wright State Women's Basket
ball team Saturday night took on
Akron University, a Division I
team losing bv the score of
42-4" the loss drops the women's
record to 7-7 it»r 'lie season
WbU took the opening tip off
but did not score until two
minutes into the first half. The
Raiders took a 7 point lead. The
Zips didn't give up, coming back
time after time to pull within one
point of WSU at one time the
Zips had a one point lead but the
Raiders recaptured the lead by
halftime with a 24-23 score.
AT THE half. WSU was shoot
ing 9 for 35. 25.7 percent, and
war. ft for 6. 100 percent from the
free throw- line. Akron shot from
the field goal position 10 for 37.

27 percent. and from the free
throw line 3 for 4. 75 percent.
Die Zips took the second half
tip-off scoring the first two points
of the second half.
The Raiders came back with a
7 point lead, but began almost
immediately to turn the bill over
to Akron. The Zips made the turn
overs pay off, and toot a 7 point
lead WSU could only manage to
pull within five points b
game's end.
THE TOP scorers for the
Raiders were Jaync Helmlimger.
lb points, and Krista Jones. 11
joints Shooting average dropped during the second half to a
low 22-2 percentage.
T!?E WOMEN will be on the
court ayain Wednesday night in
an away game against Miami
University.

stroke, giving him fifth place.
Both Doug Moysc and Bret
Barbiea swam their best time of
the year. Moysc had a time of
4:58.765 in the 500 freestyle and
Barbiea made 22:43 in the 50
freestyle, taking fourth place.
THE RAIDERS had no swimmers in the first three places but
took fourth in the 200 freestyle,
(Moysc) 100 hreaststroke (Gerry
Preville). 400 free relay and the
800 free relay.
Coach lee Dexter was plca»ed
with '.tie men's performance. He
pointed out that Missouri Rolla,
a team WSU beat, placed Sth in
last year's NCAA Championships.
"The team that won was 10th
(in the championships), second
place was 12th and third place
was 5th." continued Dextef.
"So. 1 felt we were in pretty good
company."
HE ADDED that the diver
McKinley beat wis one of the top
six of the NCAA finals.
"I was very plc.ised with the
backstroke swimming." commented Dexter, "and Dave Kuhlman had his best times in his life
in his events."
The men will be travelling to
Detroit Wednesday night to swim
against Wayne State and Toledo.

If you're not satisfied
with WSLFs student paper
you can help change it
by working on the Guardian staff.
See us about a job—

••-.I-I. /ii cm
(91-34) and West. Virginia
(64-56)
in a double duel meet held in
Athens.
TTTSCH SET A new state
record at the meet in the 200
Breaststroke with a time of

1.11 « Dock
I W k added
.
2:31.5.
that Hamlin
"swam very welt" at the meet
"She did the best times she's
ever done in the 200 and 200
Breaststroke and she was swimming sick."

Lost and found auction

Security and Parking Services will conduct an auction of lost and
found articles on Friday. February 24, 1978. The Auction wil! start
at 9 a.m. and close at 1:30 p.m. in the Allyn Hall lobby.
Items of low monetary value will be tagged or priced and the
items of higher value will be sold by silent auction with a written
bid. The bids will close at 1 p.m. and the results will be available
in room 241 Allyn Hall after 2:30 p.m. Those bidding wil! be
responsible for checking the results the day of the auction and the
winners will be required to pick up and pay for the items before 5
p.m. that day.
If you feel that an item belonging to you is listed below, come to
room 241 Allyn Hall between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and upon further identification, claim the item:
Belts
Hats
Mittens
Shoes
Combs
Glasses
Goggles
Bracelets
Rings

Books
Sweaters
Gloves
Jackets
Scarves
Swimming suits
Polders
Contacts
Sunglasses
Pins
Watches
Record Albums
Calculators
Pencils
Coin Purse
Pants

Hub Cap
Notebooks
Tape Recorders
Umbrellas
Keys (will not be sold, but will
be disposed of)
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